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Abstract. The task of text alignment corpus construction at PAN 2015 competition consists of preparing a plagiarism corpus so that it can provide various obfuscation types and versatile obfuscation degrees. Meanwhile, its format and
metadata structure should follow previous PAN plagiarism corpora. In this paper, we describe our approach for construction of a monolingual Persian plagiarism corpus that can be used to evaluate the performance of Persian plagiarism
detection systems.
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Introduction

Plagiarism is the re-use of another person’s ideas, processes, results, or words without
explicitly acknowledging the original source [1]. Plagiarism detection is the algorithms for retrieval and extraction of text reuse within a suspicious document and
corresponding source documents. The suspicious and source documents can be written either in the same language named as monolingual (MLPD) or in diơerent languages named as cross lingual (CLPD) [2].
In the process of developing a system for plagiarism detection in natural language
texts, the system should be trained and tested on a text corpus containing known plagiarized passage. The PAN is a major international competition for the task of plagiarism detection, and provides corpora for the evaluation of plagiarism detection systems. The corpus used in the first PAN competition known as PAN-PC-09 which,
contain only artificial plagiarism cases [3]. In later revisions of the corpus, a variety
of obfuscation strategies have been applied in corpora, including artificial obfuscation, simulated (or manual) obfuscation, translation obfuscation and summary obfuscation [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

In this paper, in order to construct a monolingual plagiarism detection corpus for
Persian language, we have deployed our approach based on PAN corpora strategies.
We have used an artificial obfuscation strategy to create plagiarism cases.
The paper is organized as follow: In section 2, we describe our approach for corpus
construction. Then in section 3 we will discuss the results of the corpus. Finally, we
will conclude and discuss about some future works in section 4.
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Our Approach

In this section the overall procedure of our approach for building monolingual Persian
corpus is described. It is organized in five steps: preprocessing, documents clustering,
fragment extraction, fragment obfuscation and inserting plagiarism cases in suspicious documents. In the following subsections, we describe the process of each step.
2.1

Preprocessing

Persian language belongs to the category of Arabic-Scripted based languages. There
are some problems dealing with preprocessing in this language [9]. There are some
efforts to develop Persian preprocessing algorithms [10, 11]. In this paper, in the preprocessing stage of the system, we have applied some algorithms such as normalization, tokenization, stemming and part of speech (POS) tagging.
2.2

Documents Clustering

Establishing topically similarity between suspicious passage and its corresponding
source documents is an important issue for corpus construction. By inserting plagiarized passages into topically related surrounding text, the corpus may become more
realistic. Therefore, in this step, collection of Wikipedia documents clustered into
different topically related groups. A bipartite graph of documents-categories was created to cluster the documents. In the next step, the info- map community detection
algorithm was applied to the graph and all communities were detected. Finally, Documents within a community are considered as one cluster. Each suspicious document
and its corresponding source documents are selected from one cluster.
2.3

Fragments Extraction

The documents used in the corpus are divided into two categories: 50% of the documents selected as source documents and 50% are designated as suspicious documents.
Note that only 50% of suspicious documents contain plagiarism cases.
The task of the fragment extraction is to extract fragments from source documents.
The length of fragments is evenly distributed between 30 and 500 words. The length
of fragments is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Fragment lengths in words

Short
Medium
Long
2.4

Fragment Length
30 – 50 words
150 – 250 words
300 – 500 words

Fragments Obfuscation

We have used an artificial obfuscation strategy for the plagiarism corpus. To create
artificial plagiarism, we have used five obfuscation strategies as follows:
x None (No Obfuscation)
Source fragment without any change consider as obfuscated fragment. In other words,
obfuscation fragment is an exact copy of source fragment.
x Random Change of Order
Given source fragment, obfuscation fragment is created by shuƫing words at random.
Since the tokenization of words in Persian is a challenging issue, so this task should
be done under supervision.
x POS-preserving Change of Order
In order to accomplish this obfuscation, the sequence of parts of speech (POS) in
source fragment is determined. Then, words are shuƫing randomly, while retaining
the original POS sequence.
x Synonym Substitution
The plagiarized fragment is created in such a way to replace some words by one of
their synonyms.
x Addition / Deletion
Obfuscation fragment is created by inserting or removing words at random.
The number of operations made on source fragment specifies the degree of obfuscation. Different degrees of obfuscation are “None”, “Low”, “Medium”, and “High”
obfuscation.
2.5

Insert Plagiarism Cases in Suspicious Documents

In this step, according to suspicious document’s length, one or more plagiarism cases
which are in the same cluster of suspicious documents are selected. Then, each of
them inserted at random positions in suspicious document.

The fraction of plagiarism in each document is not fixed. The percentage of plagiarism in each suspicious document is distributed between 5% and 100% of its length.
The ratio of plagiarism per suspicious documents is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Ratio of Plagiarism fragments in Documents

Plagiarism per Document
Little
5% - 20%
Medium
20% - 50%
Much
50% - 80%
Very Much
80% - 100%
Finally, for each pair of source and suspicious documents, an XML file is created
which contains Meta information about the plagiarism cases. These include:
─
─
─
─
─
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this_length: Length of plagiarism case in suspicious document.
this_offset: Start offset of the plagiarism case in the suspicious document.
source_reference: Name of source file.
source_length: Length of Source fragment in source document.
source_offset: Start offset of source fragment in the source document.

Results

In this section, we have presented the result and statistics of our corpus. Because of
the lack of Persian plagiarism detection corpora, which contain manual cases of plagiarism, we cannot compare plagiarism cases in our corpus to actual cases. An overview of important corpus statistics is shown in Table 3. The corpus is based on 2114
documents from Wikipedia articles.
For developing this corpus and other corpora in our laboratory, we have developed
a web based application that can process the input documents and construct various
plagiarism corpora based on corpus builder settings. The reason for implementing the
corpus builder in a web application is for crowd sourcing the simulated plagiarism
cases and inserting them in resulted corpus.
The established Persian mono-lingual plagiarism detection corpus is available at
the website1 of “Research Institute for Information and Communication Technology”
for research purposes.

1

http://www.ictrc.ir/plaglab/corpora/Monolingual_Persian_Corpus(khoshnava15).zip

Table 3. Monolingual Persian Corpus statistics
Documents
The number of source documents:
The number of suspicious documents:
With plagiarism:
No plagiarism:

1057
529
528
Plagiarism cases

The number of plagiarism cases:
No obfuscation cases:
With obfuscation cases:
Plagiarism per Document
The number of Little plagiarized documents:
The number of Medium plagiarized documents:
The number of Much plagiarized documents:
The number of Very much plagiarized documents:

259
564
301
80
96
52

Fig. 1. Snapshot of our Plagiarism Corpus Builder
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Conclusion and Future Work

We have discussed our approach to the task of text alignment in the context of PAN
2015 competition. We describe a system that generates a monolingual Persian plagiarism detection corpus. This corpus is the first plagiarism detection corpus in Persian
language and is intended to be used for testing the performance of plagiarism detection systems.
In our future work, we plan to improve our corpus by implementing obfuscation
techniques such that simulated obfuscation and other obfuscation strategies using
plagiarism corpus builder.
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